
Term 1  Week 5
3 MARCH 2022

MORE ICE CREAM 
CONTAINERS NEEDED

Thank you to those who have  
already brought some in :-)

‘Heads Up’ regarding school planning  
in the Omicron wave

Next week the PTA will be catering for a 
memorial service to be held down at Opua 

Community Hall. Whilst we don’t need help on 
the day (FYI Saturday 12th March) we will be 
asking each household to provide some kind 
of finger food for the 100 people attending the 

service. PLEASE BRING IN EMPTY ICE CREAM 
TUBS WITH LIDS, as many as possible, over the 
next week or so and give them to a teacher 
or Maree at reception. We will be handing 

them out to families nex Monday, as a handy 
container to fill with your (baked?) sweet or 
savoury goodies on Friday 11th March. Tubs, 
tubs, tubs, as many tubs as possible, please! 

THANKS!

SAUSAGE SIZZLE - TOMORROW!
$2.50 - ORDER AT THE SCHOOL OFFICE - BEFORE 9AM

THE SAUSAGES WILL BE DELIVERED TO YOUR CHILD’S CLASS AT 1PM

Scenario 1: 
There is a positive student case[s] reported to us: If 
there is an identified positive student case within 
the school, the school would remain open unless the 
MoE / MoH advise otherwise. The child, any siblings 
and parents/caregivers affected would stay home 
and follow the isolation requirements. We would 
advise all other parents that all other children are 
safe to come to school but it is a parental choice if 
they wish their child to stay home and be monitored 
for symptoms for a suitable period of time. We 
would support parents in whatever choice they 
made. Parents would be directed to the school’s 
website tab Rooms > Home Learning] where there 
is a wealth of material for children’s learning to 
be supported at home by their parents for a short 
period of time. 

Scenario 2:
There is/are positive staff case[s] reported to us: If 
there is/are one or two teachers who are identified 
as a positive case, the school would very likely 
remain open and functioning. If more than 2 
teachers are identified as positive cases or have to 
be at home isolating as Close Contacts, the school 
would struggle to find enough, suitable relievers to 
cover classes safely. The likely outcome would be 
that the affected classrooms would be temporarily 
closed and children in the rooms affected would 
have to go to teacher-supported online learning from 
home. The principal would inform the MoE / MoH 
and get their guidance but, on behalf of the Board 
as its delegate, he would need to make the final 
call as to what is the safest and most appropriate 
measure. The principal, via email, would inform the 
school Board and all parents/caregivers and keep 
them all ‘in the loop’ regarding a date for reopening 
for the affected classrooms.Nga mihi nui,

Our Board and Staff have discussed 
how the school would react in certain 
circumstances of an Omicron outbreak 
at school. We felt that it was best to let 
parents know what we might have to 
do in certain challenging circumstances 
so everyone is prepared [as any notice 
period might be very short]. 

Now we are at Phase 3, the 2 likeliest 
scenarios and how we would deal with 
each one, are as follows:

If you have any questions, don’t hesitate to email the principal or ring the school.

Please...



THE IMPORTANCE OF A HEALTHY LUNCHBOX.
Life is hectic. Our busy, fast paced schedules often mean there are just not enough hours in the day. Finding 
time to shop for, prepare and pack nutritious, appealing lunches for our kids can be a major challenge for 
many parents. Kids can be fussy and coming up with new and interesting foods that aren’t full of sugar 
that won’t get thrown in the bin can be tricky. But the importance of packing a healthy lunchbox is 
immeasurable. Kids are more alert and focused when they’re fuelled with healthy food. Higher levels of 
sustained concentration mean that kids can more readily retain information and therefore learn. What’s 
in their lunchbox can make up to a third of their daily nutrients and provides all of the energy they need 
to get through an action packed school day. 

If your (older) child is expected to make their own lunch, please ensure there are healthy options for them to 

choose from and please make sure they do pack  nutritional food. Thank you. 

NORTHERN DANCE ACADEMY

Classes available in ballet, modern 
jazz & contemporary. 

Fully qualified registered teachers 
with the Royal Academy of Dance 

(UK & worldwide) Imperial 
society of teachers of dancing 

(UK & Worldwide) New Zealand 
Association of Modern Dance (NZ) 

syllabus

Age 3+
Performances, Examinations, 

Competitions. 

contact: Liz Harvey 02108471533
northerndanceacademy@yahoo.

co.nz 
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